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Summary 
 
To reduce risks in the construction and operation of technical facilities in the shelf zones, a multichannel 
electromagnetic sounding system was developed for engineering surveys. The developed system has passed two-
stage testing on the Black Sea. The first stage showed the sensitivity of the system to local anomalies with low 
values of resistivity, and the second stage showed the possibility of registering structural heterogeneities of the 
seabed. 
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Introduction 

 

Construction and operation of sophisticated engineering structures are always risk-linked, as they might 

cause essential economic losses and fatal accidents. In the shelf zone, the risk of accidents seems to be 

higher than in the on-shore settings. Minimizing such risks is the major engineering goal for geophysical 

works. Considering the arctic shelf to be the target for developing critical national projects of the 

Russian Federation, the risk minimization in constructing drilling platforms, oil and gas pipelines and 

other engineering systems appears to be particularly vital. Employing the technology of electromagnetic 

sounding and induced polarization jointly with echolocation and seismic survey will let us perform the 

areal survey of bottom relief and bottom sediment structure, as well as mapping of potentially dangerous 

sites, e.g. fault zones, permafrost zones, gas pockets, etc. This problem is truly vital both in Russia and 

worldwide. The market size for marine electric survey amounts to 1 billion USD per year with the 

increase by 3-5%. The market size for electric sounding in engineering survey is currently being formed; 

and it amounts to about 10% (~100 million USD). 

 

Preliminary tests of towed marine system EMS were accomplished on the Black Sea close to the 

Rybatsky Bay of Gelendzhik town in the periods: June-July and August-September 2018. At the first 

stage of preliminary tests, the marine electromagnetic system laid the profile above the battleship “Free 

Russia” sunken at depth ~ 40 m. This ship was detected even with the raw data, which is the evidence 

of high sensitivity of the system to resistivity-contrasting objects. At the second stage, we explored the 

structure of the marine bottom located about 2 km off the Rybatsky Bay. Thus, it was feasible to identify 

the depth (120-150 m from the surface) at which the measurements can be made. 

 

Method and theory 

 

The essence of marine technology of electromagnetic sounding (marine EMS) is not much different 

from the on-shore technology and induced polarization (Davidenko et al. 2016). The alternating 

electromagnetic field of set frequency and shape is excited by the generator dipole, and it is recorded 

by receiving electrodes; in the preliminary tests described herein, the geometry of the installation was a 

symmetric Schlumberger set-up, therefore the signal was registered only within the generator dipole. 

The signals were recorded both with the current impulse switched off and with its transmission like 

DNME marine measuring systems (Veeken et al. 2009), thus permitting calculation of apparent electric 

resistivity (AER), gaining prompt notion on the structure of the geoelectric section of shallow 

subsurface sediments with evaluation of the depth of anomaly-producing objects. A marked difference 

between the marine and on-shore EMS is that recording proceeds continuously, while the ship is being 

towed and the acquisition set-up is moving along.  

 

The technology of marine EMS-IP offers the capacity to obtain readily geoelectric sections of apparent 

AER imaging contrasting objects, such as permafrost lenses, sunken ships and pipelines. The 

calculations are not very computer resource-intensive, and so they may be implemented in the field. 

This has been the case at the first stage of preliminary testing of marine electromagnetic system. 

Below is shown the general arrangement of the marine electromagnetic system (Figure 1) categorized 

as onboard and outboard units. The former includes (a) measuring and (b) power units, whereas the 

latter includes power cables A and B with transmitter probes made from graphite-sheeted pipes, 

measuring streamer with lead or non-polarizable electrodes. 

 

To excite rectangular bipolar impulses the system employs the generator KER-200 with constant-current 

power supply and diesel generator Yamaha EDL-20000TE. The output current from the generator of 

bipolar impulses KER-200 amounts to 50 А, and the time of impulse-pause is 500-500 ms. As it was 

marked above, its geometry includes a symmetric Schlumberger system with four spans for the 1st stage 

and 24 spans for the 2nd one. At the 1st stage the survey involves 4-channel voltage gauge «MARS-4-

1» with 16-bit ADC of successive approximations with frequency 100 kHz, at the 2nd one it is the 24-

channel geophysical voltage gauge with 32-bit sigma-delta ADC with frequency 16 kHz. The IRPG-24 
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has 24 channels for recording the data from measuring streamer and 25th channel for registering the 

succession of current impulses transmitted from the commutator into the AB generator line.   

 

 
Figure 1 General view of towed marine impulse electromagnetic system 

 

A field test was carried on the Black Sea with sail lines offshore Gelendzhik town. As a field test two 

stages of marine EM surveying were conducted that will be describe below. The geoelectric survey was 

combined with simultaneous seismic reflection shooting. 

 

Stage I of preliminary tests 

 

The preliminary tests of stage I took place in the span of June-July 2018 close to Gelendzhik town.  

Following the performance specification, the developed marine electromagnetic system towed by the 

small vessel passed over the reference profile laid above the sunken battleship «Free Russia». The 

results of apparent resistivity were plotted versus distance over the profile, and the most representative 

ones are shown in Figure 2. The receiver spans MN = 16 m and MN = 70 m correspond to M1N1 and 

M2N2, accordingly.  

 

 
Figure 2 Plots of apparent resistivity received from different MN spans with overlapped plot of sea 

depth. The ER minima point to the location of battleship “Free Russia” 
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The data of apparent resistivity along the track of the recorded and processed sounding EM data are 

very useful for finding the precise location and depth of submarine object occurrence with anomalously 

low values of resistivity. Stage I of tests indicated that the developed system of marine electric survey 

is capable to detect local objects with anomalously low ER values, e.g. sunken ships and pipelines. 

 

Stage II of preliminary tests 

 

Preliminary tests of stage II proceeded in August-September 2018. Following the performance 

specification, the test was conducted within a square of 1 sq.m, about 4 km off the Rybatsky Bay near 

Gelendzhik town. The towed impulse electric survey system covered 7 profiles; the maps were compiled 

for apparent ER, and the most representative one is illustrated in Figure 3.  

 

 
Figure 3 The apparent ER from span MN = 22 (M3N3) map demonstrating profile locations and work 

area. 

 

 
Figure 4 Result of solving inverse problem in terms of 1-D horizontally layered model on profile 1 with 

overlapped data of seismic survey. Black vertical dashes mark the boundaries of the work area 
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1D inversion carried out was done via the aid of the program «Mars1D»  The starting model was the 6-

layer horizontally layered model, in which the first layer was accepted as sea water with ER 0.25 

Оhm*m, thickness of layer was taken from the depth map; thicknesses of the second layer were set with 

tentative information gained from seismic survey data. The result of solving 1D inverse problem is 

provided in Figure 4. 

 

At distance 800 m from the beginning of profile at depth from 60 m in the resistivity cross-section 

(Figure 4) there is a significant high with increased ER values ~150 Оhm*m. The anomaly warrants 

further investigation as to its cause. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The reference profile demonstrates the multi-channel impulse electric surveying applied along with 

shallow seismic and combined with a hydrological site survey. The information has an investigation 

depth of about 50 meters below the sea bottom surface, whereby the water depth reaches a maximum 

of 50 meters. The acquired data is useful for the evaluation of the structural setting of the shallow 

subsurface. It has an impact on the safety of existing pipelines and drilling platforms. It resolves better 

the configuration of steady-state objects, geological blocks and bounding fault zones. The combined 

geoelectric, seismic and sonar hydrographic analysis finds its application in offshore shelf regions with 

markedly reduced risks in constructing and running engineering structures. 
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